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1. Introduction 

 

Modelling of impact phenomena is a complex is-

sue that has been described in details in many titles from 

the professional literature [1-7]. The role of the decisive 

factor is played in this case by the variety of materials used 

in the shields and by the accompanying processes during 

piercing them with projectiles with different cores. For 

instance, just a simple comparison of the impact with a 

wooden shield and impact with a steel shield shows that in 

the second case the sound effects are long lasting and more 

significant than in the first case. This indicates that the 

effects of vibrations and the propagation of waves in the 

steel medium are dominant. As we know, the essential fac-

tors in the formation of vibrations are the elastic characte- 

ristics and weight distribution, as well as the properties of 

energy dissipation. It indicates that the smaller mass of the 

shield and the greater dissipation (suppression) of the en-

ergy the more minimal vibrations and associated wave 

effects which can therefore be omitted. Simulation studies 

of impact phenomena encountered in the available litera-

ture are usually conducted using numerical methods  

[8-11]. In the applied numerical models, material data are 

most often associated with Hooke's model (constants: E, G, 

) which has been applied to isotropic continuous medi-

ums. Results of these studies show significant differences. 

Based on the example of overshooting steel and composite 

shields (Fig. 1) it can be noted that the noises associated 

with vibration are smaller for laminated shields than for 

steel shields. 

 

 a b 

Fig. 1 The courses of acceleration: a) composite shield; b) steel shield (armoured steel) recorded during the impact of 

9 mm Parabellum FMJ projectile 

The assumptions used in this study can be re-

duced to the application of simple dynamic models de-

scribing the process of piercing shields, which parameters: 

cz, h, k, c, c0 (Fig. 2) can be determined experimentally, 

e.g.: during static loads, quasi-static punching tests (with 

given speed of deformation) and under the condition of 

dynamic loads using the adequate methods of identification 

for degenerate models. The aim of the research was to de-

velop the mathematical model of piercing the shield which 

takes into account its attachment. 
 

2. Formulation of the problem 

 

It was assumed that piercing projectile is under 

the influence of internal force of reaction of the shield with 

degenerate model with dry friction, presented in Fig. 2. 

In the case of assumed degenerate model, con-

stants that describe the properties of the material of the 

shield are: 

a) constants defining behaviour of the material of the 

ballistic shield that describe conversion of impact 

energy to elastic energy – constants c, c0; 

b) constants defining behaviour of the material of the 

ballistic shield that describe conversion of impact 

energy to energy of dissipation – constants h, k; 

c) constant defining the stiffness of the attachment of 

the shield - cz. 

It was assumed that losses of the impact energy 

are described by two parameters, that is dry friction repre-

sented by the constant h and damping in the plastic range 

represented by the constant k. Therefore, material constants 

of the shield’s model have been described by parameters c, 

c0, k, h, where:  

 c is the coefficient of static stiffness in the elastic 

range; 

 c0 is the coefficient of dynamic stiffness in the 

elastic range; 

 k is the viscous damping; 

 h is the dry friction. 
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Fig. 2 The dynamic degenerate model of impact of the pro-

jectile on the shield 

Variable ξ describes motion of fictitious mass 

mf = 0, variable x describes motion of mass shield m and 

variable x0 describes of mass frame m0. 

Resisting force  , ,S x v  for the assumed dynamic 

model, where x~  describes the relative displacement of the 

projectile in the material and x~v~   its relative speed, can 

be presented by the relation: 

     0,S x v cx c x hSgn v    . (1) 

The system of equations that describes the dy-

namic model of the process of overshooting the shield can 

be presented in the following form: 

      0000  xxhSgnxxcxcxm   ; (2) 

    00 xkxc   ; (3) 

       000000  xxhSgnxxcxkxcxm z
  . (4) 

To estimate the frequency of the free vibrations of 

the system, the simple case have been examined. Assu-

ming that h  0 and damping k  , then 0x . Thus, 

the differential equations of motion would take the form: 

   000  xxccxm  ; (5) 

0000  xcxmxm z
 . (6) 

The system of Eqs. (5) and (6) can be presented in 

matrix notation of the form: 

0

0 0

0

0
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0

0
; 0

0

zcm m
M C

c c c cm

x
q .

x

  
          

   
    

  

 

(7)

 

Finally, the matrix form would take the form: 

0Mq Cq  . (8) 

It can be noted that the dynamic model with per-

fectly stiff frame  zc    can be reduced to a system with 

just one degree of freedom of the form: 

  00  xccxm  . (9) 

On the other hand, if the mass of the shield is 

small in relation to the mass of the frame (m << m0) it can 

be noted that this kind of system will vibrate as a system 

with one degree of freedom of the form: 

0000  xcxm z
 . (10) 

Dynamic model represented by Eq. (8) describes 

the free vibrations of the system of two undamped degrees 

of freedom. The variable x(t) describes the vibrations of 

the shield, while the variable x0(t) - vibrations of the 

mounting frame. Whereas, in the case of m << m0 

(Eq. (10)) frequency of vibrations is expressed by a rela-

tion: 

0

0
m

cz . (12) 

It can be noted that the simplification of the ana-

lyzed model is, in this case, quite significant. It is because, 

although vibrations occur after the impact, they usually 

quickly disappear, as it was evidenced in numerous exper-

imental tests such as in Fig. 1, a. For the further analysis, 

the dynamic model have been adopted (Fig. 2) with damp-

ing and dry friction. 
 

3. The course of research 
 

To set about modelling the force of reaction of the 

shield’s material, several studies were conducted to verify 

the influence of the attachment of the shield on the effec-

tiveness of its work. Shield mounted in the frame (Fig. 3) 

has been experimentally tested using an experimental 

modal analysis. 
 

 

a 

 

b 

Fig. 3 Mounting of the ballistic shield in a frame along 

with measurement points (b) and the layered struc-

ture of overshot sample (a) 
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Tests of determining the characteristics consist of 

hitting with modal hammer in the specific points of the 

shield, marked with numbers from 1 to 6. Ordinal number 

indicates the order of hitting the frame with modal hum-

mer. PCB sensor has been installed in the central position 

on the sample of the ballistic shields and collected the sig-

nals from the HP recorder (Fig. 4). 

 

 

Fig. 4 View of the attached sensor (a) and the method of 

measurement with modal hammer (b) 

 

Mass m0 of the analyzed frame is 110 kg. Identifi-

cation of the entire system has been conducted on a sample 

build with multi-layer composition of materials used in 

ballistic protection with a mass m = 13.7 kg. Multi-layered 

ballistic shield had been made of z ≠ 5 mm armour plates 

ARMOX 600T and ballistic laminate that had a thickness 

of 10 mm made of aramid fabrics pressed together in the 

system of "plan" type on the epoxy matrix. 

On the basis of conducted measurements, courses 

have been recorded, which main objective was to deter-

mine the specific parameters of the modal analysis, and 

consequently to determine the dynamic stiffness of the 

system. Selected results, in a form of frequency functions 

of imaginary axis in the range up to 100 Hz, are presented 

below (Figs. 5 and 6). 

7

-3

Imaginary

 Hz100 0  Hz

Freq Resp 2:1

X:42  Hz Y:-2.120542  

X:10  Hz Y:6.733423  

 

Fig. 5 Measurement No. 1 

 

2

-2

Imaginary

 Hz100 0  Hz

Freq Resp 2:1

X:21  Hz Y:-609.8722 m

X:11  Hz Y:1.752749  

 

Fig. 6 Measurement No. 5 

 

4. Analysis of the tests results  

 

The aim of the experimental studies was to esti-

mate an influence of the attachment of the shield on the 

behaviour of the model in the adopted dynamic analysis of 

the process of piercing the shield. As a result of modal 

analysis the first form of vibrations has been captured. For 

each of the conducted measurements it is situated in the 

range of about 10 Hz. For this reason, assuming that we 

have a system with one degree of freedom with the main 

mass of the size m0 = 110 kg and the stiffness cz, the dy-

namic stiffness can be estimated based on the known equa-

tion: 

02

1

m

c
f z


 . (15) 

The stiffness of the mounting, estimated on the 

basis of the above relation, is about cz = 432000 N/m. 

To determine the influence of the stiffness on the 

vibrations and on the readings of the courses from the disc 

during the experiment with modal analysis, simulation 

studies were conducted using Mathematica software. The 

following parameters have been assumed for the simula-

tion: m0 = 110 kg; m = 13.7 kg; cz = 432000 N/m for 

kz = 100 kg/s; c = 243900 N/m for k = 100 kg/s; 

h = 1000 N. On this basis the motion of the system for the 

parameters x0 and x has been determined, as it has been 

presented in Fig. 7. This was followed by another simula-

tion, in which the stiffness of the system has been signifi-

cantly increased (stiffness 4e
25

 N/m) to verify the results 

obtained from the first simulation. Results of the simula-

tion are presented in the graphical form in Fig. 8. 
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The results obtained from the identification of the 

frame’s stiffness show clearly, that in the analyzed case the 

influence of the process of overshoot is negligible. In both 

presented cases (Figs. 7-8) it turned out that the motion of 

the system for the parameter x0 can be omitted. It follows 

that in the adopted model (dynamic system – Fig. 2) con-

stant cz can also be omitted and in the further stage of iden-

tification system can be considered as having one and a 

half degrees of freedom. This conclusions were already 

presented by authors in their previous papers [12]. To fur-

ther confirm analytical considerations and simulations, the 

studied system (Fig. 3) has undergone testing at the shoot-

ing range that has been described in the paper [12], which 

also discusses the methodology of performing shooting 

trials. 

 

Fig. 7 The time characteristics of the analysed attachment 

of the shield for the parameters x0, x of the dynamic 

model of projectile’s impact on the shield 

 

Fig. 8 The time characteristics of the analyzed attachment 

of the shield for the parameters x0, x of the dynamic 

model of projectile’s impact on the shield with in-

creased stiffness 

Shooting trials has been made with 7.62 mm ar-

mor-piercing cartridge with armor-piercing incendiary 

(API) projectile of the mass 0.00945 kg and outlet velocity 

of 835.2 m/s. Apart from the components of the striking 

energy (resulting from the rotary motion of the projectile) 

the system (frame-shield) was influenced by the energy of 

3.3×10
3
 J. Values connected with the acceleration of the hit 

shield (sensor No. 2) and frame (sensor No. 1) were also 

measured in the experiment. It has been graphically illus-

trated in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 9 Recorded course of acceleration of the frame-shield system in the test of piercing 7.62 mm API projectile (a),  

the acceleration sensor PCB M350B21 (b)  

5. Conclusions 

 

During the analysis of influence of the shield’s at-

tachment on the piercing process, it has been stated that the 

adoption of the dynamic model of piercing the shield is 

subjected to certain conditions. Assuming that zc  

certain boundary conditions have to be assumed in the ini-

tially adopted model to obtain results consisted with the 

experiment. 

Objective form of the analysed issue, that has 

been preceded by specific simulations which included 

modal analysis, poses many problems in this type of phe-

nomena and forces simplified estimations. In this case, the 

simplification has been reduced to estimating the influence 

of the attachment of the shield to the frame. As it can be 

seen on the basis of the conducted research, the direction 

of the analysis has been properly adopted. Analysis regard-

ing the effect of the attachment of the shield can be re-

duced to the adoption of a model with a specific number of 

degrees of freedom and further to the analytical deduction. 

Dynamic models and the development of mathematical 

tools which are useful for an analysis using approximate 

methods have been presented in the papers [13-15]. Also, 

the results of the shooting trials (limited to the recording of 

the accelerations) are an important source of information 
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about impact of the attachment. 

Summing up, the method of attachment of the bal-

listic shield do not affect significantly its piercing. Alt-

hough it influences the behavior of the entire system after 

shooting through it. 

From the standpoint of the technology of using 

modern "add on armour" type armours, considering the 

method of attachment of the shield seems to be the right 

way to proceed research.  
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K. Jamroziak, M. Bocian, M. Kulisiewicz 

BALISTINIŲ SKYDŲ ĮTVIRTINIMO ĮTAKA PRA-

MUŠIMO PROCESO MODELIAVIMUI 

R e z i u m ė 

Straipsnyje aptariami medžiagos pramušimo dide-

lio greičio balistiniu smūgiu tyrimo rezultatai. Analizė at-

likta naudojantis dinaminio degeneravimo modeliu, kuris 

įvertina sausąją trintį. Pasikliaujant medžiagos pramušimo 

dinaminio modelio parinktais parametrais, identifikuotos 

konstantos, kurių reikšmės gali turėti didelę įtaką skydo 

įtvirtinimui. Toks priartėjimas gali būti nagrinėjamas kaip 

dinaminių apkrovų identifikavimo, naudojant degeneravi-

mo modelius, metodų sintezė. 

K. Jamroziak, M. Bocian, M. Kulisiewicz 

EFFECT OF THE ATTACHMENT OF THE BALLISTIC 

SHIELDS ON MODELLING THE PIERCING PROCESS 

S u m m a r y 

The article discusses issues related to the process 

of piercing the material at high speed of ballistic impact. 

The analysis assumes the dynamic degenerate model that 

takes into account the dry friction. On the basis of the 

adopted parameters of the dynamical model of piercing the 

material, constants were identified, which value can 

strongly influence the attachment of the shield. Such an 

approach can be considered as an introduction to synthesis 

of methods for identification of dynamic loads using de-

generate models. 

 

Keywords: ballistic shields, modelling of punching pro-

cess. 
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